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Nutrigenomics (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2005


	Nutrition research commenced more than 200 years ago in the dawn of the chemical

	revolution. The “golden age of nutrition” began in the early 1910s and continued

	into the 1940s when nutritional sciences focused primarily on diseases

	associated with single nutrient deficiencies. This led to the formulation of the...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Noise Reduction in Speech Processing (Springer Topics in Signal Processing)Springer, 2010

	Noise is everywhere and in most applications that are related to audio and speech, such as human-machine interfaces, hands-free communications, voice over IP (VoIP), hearing aids, teleconferencing/telepresence/telecollaboration systems, and so many others, the signal of interest (usually speech) that is picked up by a microphone is generally...
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The PHP Anthology, Volume II: ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
A compilation of best practice solutions to common Web Development problems in PHP, focusing on the achievement of practical goals by applying well-structured, object orientated software design principles.
 Volume 2 covers the applications of PHP in the real world including authentication & access control, XML, stats & tracking, caching...
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Error Free Software: Know-How and Know-Why of Program Correctness (Wiley Series in Software Engineering Practice)John Wiley & Sons, 1991
This book is the result of an evolutionary process which took place over a number of years. The contents of this book are based on my seminar for experienced software developers, which I instruct internationally, andon courses which I have taught as an external lecturer in the Informatics Department of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University in...
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Best Websites for Financial Professionals, Business Appraisers, and Accountants, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This book is aimed primarily at the accountant or financial analyst who is engaged in consulting work—such as business appraisal, financial planning, and management consulting. The consulting area is the most rapidly growing area of accounting practice, and financial professionals in this area can benefit significantly from the increase in...
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Organic Mass Spectrometry in Art and ArchaeologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Early applications of chemical and physical analytical methods in studies on art materials and archaeological objects demonstrated that scientific investigation is an essential tool for acquiring information on the materials that make up an artwork and for assessing their decay, in order to plan restoration approaches. Chemical diagnosis,...
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Glaucoma Surgery (Book & DVD)CRC Press, 2005

	Why a new Glaucoma surgery text at this time? A review of currently available texts

	reveals a paucity of readily available information for the Glaucoma Specialist. Although

	there are some excellent surgical texts for general ophthalmologists, there are few indepth

	texts available to help the Glaucoma specialist deal with...
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The Perfectionist's Handbook: Take Risks, Invite Criticism, and Make the Most of Your MistakesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A guide for getting your perfectionism to work for you


	Is perfectionism a good thing or does it get in our way? In The Perfectionist's Handbook, clinical psychologist Jeff Szymanski helps readers navigate their way out of the "perfectionism paradox": if your intentions are good (wanting to excel) and the...
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CCIE Security Practice Labs (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2004
The explosive growth of the Internet economy over the past  several years and new IP-based enterprise applications has heightened  requirements for continuous availability of mission-critical data. Today's  network administrators and managers are under big pressure to satisfy  ever-increasing demands from customers, suppliers,...
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Windows XP Annoyances for Geeks, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Offering dozens of on-target tips, workarounds, and warnings, Windows XP Annoyances for Geeks allows users to improve their overall experience with the popular XP operating system. And now, with this updated edition, users can also expect detailed coverage of the newly released Service Pack 2 (SP2) technology, which provides protection against...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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